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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Ninth Day: Thursday, December 14, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 82-22-17-14—27%W, 65%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
BEST BET: #6 Adventist (1st race)—3-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)ADVENTIST: Loving the cutback to 8F; been facing much better stock   
(#8)INDIAN GUIDE: Drops back in for a tag; wheeled back off 12 days rest 
(#5)BALTIC ART(GER): Tick cheap but consistent; Rosario stalks the pace 
(#2)PERFORMANCE BONUS: Retained dicey form on the drop; underlay? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-8-5-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)OUR SARGE: Hooks a soft crew on the drop; chalk looks formidable   
(#7)EQUITY: Best recent form at GPW; one-for-9 lifetime going six-panels 
(#4)TWAS NERO: Improved with Lasix, drop on point; tighter this time 
(#2)DREAMIN OF D’WILD: Speed sets up late kick; rallies for minor award 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-4-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)ABOUT A DREAM: Class drop is significant; should love added distance   
(#6)FORTY KILOS: Forwardly placed on the stretch out; needs clean start 
(#4)SAVANNAH ROXANNA: She’s bred to relish the surface change to dirt 
(#2)SIERRA LEONA: 3rd start of form cycle; class drop is biggest attraction 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-4-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#2)CRAVE: Beaten fave in last 3; first off claim for Maker, prefers GP turf   
(#6)FRONT ROW DEBBIE: Capable fresh, drops; jock won 4 on Wednesday 
(#7)JULIA’S PRIDE: The drop suits; best past form on grass around 1-turn 
(#4)ONE DIRECTION SONG: Disappointed as the chalk in 5 of her 8 starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-7-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#2)GRAN FORTRESS: Takes a marked class drop; comes in fresh, gelded   
(#4)LEO’S CANDY: Finished with interest on debut; 8F trip in wheelhouse 
(#7)BULLROARER: Poor start hurt in last; heading in the right direction 
(#5)CAN GO: Gets needed class relief; has never run a jump with blinkers 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-7-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#5)FLYING GIRL: Very sharp in last one-turn 8F start on a “fast” strip   
(#7)LEOPARDSHILL ROAD: At her best at GP; stalks from outside draw 
(#4)U S DIVA: Hasn’t missed the tri in last four at GPW; one mile too far? 
(#1)BELLA SUNRISE: Prefers Hallandale Beach, blinkers “on”; 30-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-7-4-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#9)KITTEN’S COVERGIRL: Hails from sharp barn with first-timers, 2YOs   
(#1)SUPER WITCH: 2nd behind next-out winner on debut; sharp blowout 
(#10)BERNATINA: First start for a tag w/ Saez; Tapeta-to-turf angle suits 
(#8)BLESSED VENEZUELA: Sharp GPW work tab; high-percentage outfit 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-1-10-8 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#2)LOYA: Always breaks running, dictates the pace; likes 8F on the grass   
(#7)O.K. KAY: Barn effective off lengthy layoffs; has solid form on GP lawn 
(#6)WARRANTY: Stretches out to a 2-turn trip; local turf record a concern 
(#3)DEVILSH ROMANCE: Lacked winning bid in past two vs. similar foes 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-6-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#9)FEED ME CARATS: Class drop on the money, sharp barn; fires fresh   
(#6)SISTINE SISTA: Got needed time off, drops for Walder; hood “on” noted 
(#8)COURT CENTRAL: In snug for $16,000; graduated on “good” GP turf 
(#11)LEROIDS MOMMIE: At best on the $16,000 level; attracts Gaffalione 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-6-8-11 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)WANNABEAPLAYER: Hooks dicey crew, slight drop; has tactical foot   
(#7)COULD BE: Steps up a tad but is improving; no world-beaters in here 
(#3)MR. MISERABLE: Demonstrated marked improvement with blinkers 
(#1)FAMOUS FACT: Nose off Could Be in last race; third start off sidelines 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-7-3-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


